The processing conditions during solvent-based fabrication of thin film organic electronics significantly determine the ensuing microstructure. The microstructure, in turn, is one of the key determinants of device performance. In recent years, one of the foci in organic electronics has been to identify processing conditions for enhanced performance. This has traditionally involved either trial-and-error exploration, or a parametric sweep of a large space of processing conditions, both of which are time and resource intensive. This is especially the case when the process → structure and structure → property simulators are computationally expensive to evaluate.
Introduction
The field of organic electronics continues to grow at a rapid pace, delivering a number of emerging technologies with disruptive potential [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This includes organic photovoltaics (OPVs) [5, 6] , light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [4, 7] , transistors (OFETs) [8, 9] , memory diodes [10, 11] , and energy storage devices [12] , to name a few. This broad appeal stems from a set of unique properties inherent to these devices; namely, the full range of electronic functionalities packed into an ultra-thin yet flexible form factor [4] . Moreover, such devices may be sustainably produced at low-costs through established high-throughput printing processes [13, 14] . With the increasing availability of biodegradable and nontoxic organic materials, these scalable printing techniques are expected to pave the way for disposable designs with minimal environmental impact -marking a significant step towards a fully-sustainable product development pipeline [15] . * Tel.: +1 515-294-7442; fax: +1 515-294-3261. E-mail address: baskarg@iastate.edu, URL: http://www.me.iastate.edu/bglab/ The first two authors contributed equally to this work A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t However, despite significant progress over the years, relatively few applications utilizing organic electronic have attained market-ready status. In many cases, performance improvement and long-term reliability remain challenges. A common denominator continues to be understanding and controlling the active layer microstructure, which is known to critically affect the overall device performance [6, 10, 16, 17] . There remains a limited understanding as to how fabrication processes influence morphology evolution, and subsequently how this morphology affects the device performance. This link is often described as a process-structureproperty (PSP) relationship; a comprehensive understanding of which would provide a recipe for fabricating devices with designer properties. Numerous emerging areas, such as wearable electronics, RFID tags (a key component for the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm [18] ), and bioelectronics [2, 9, 19] , would significantly benefit from an improved understanding of the underlying PSP relationships. Consequentially, as part of a community-wide effort to shed more light on PSP relationships and accelerate materials development, a concerted effort has been directed towards high-throughput methodologies and intelligent database mining, as well as the development of increasingly sophisticated computational models [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . It is this latter point that provides the motivation for this work. The development of extensible and highly efficient 'forward' models allows for established optimization frameworks to systematically identify promising pathways that produce microstructures with desirable properties [22, [26] [27] [28] [29] .
In our previous work [30] , we introduced an integrated phase-field -particle swarm optimization routine to systematically identify fabrication conditions capable of producing a specified morphology, in a fullyautomated fashion. This process-to-structure model explored and optimized two fabrication parameters (annealing time and substrate patterning) to identify processing conditions capable of producing desirable microstructures. In contrast, the current work focuses on an optimization problem associated with device performance, rather than microstructure; thus directly connecting the process-to-property relationship and providing a more comprehensive approach towards the development of high-performance devices.
While the framework is generally applicable to microstructure-sensitive process design, we showcase an application based on enhancing the photoconversion efficiency in solution processed bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells. A typical BHJ active layer consists of phase-separated domains of electron-donating and electron-accepting materials, leading to highly complex microstructures. Hence, the performance of these devices, particularly the short-circuit current, J sc , depends non-linearly on competing microstructural features (domain size for exciton dissociation, tortuosity and connectivity for charge transport, connectivity with electrodes for charge collection, among others). Thus, instead of designing processing conditions for a desired microstructure (notably difficult to specify), we focus on designing conditions that maximize a given microstructural property.
We accomplish this by linking a morphology evolution framework [31] [32] [33] (process → structure simulator) and a morphology quantification framework [34] [35] [36] (structure → property simulator) with an efficient, parallelized, Bayesian optimization routine. We explore how two experimentally meaningful processing conditions can be tuned to achieve an improved device performance. The first processing parameter of interest is the rate of solvent evaporation [33] . The interplay between evaporation of one component and the diffusion of the other components results in a rich diversity of microstructures that exhibit varied performances. In particular, the resultant microstructure is notably dependent on the solvent type [6, 37] and evaporation profile [38] [39] [40] [41] . The second processing parameter is the pattern of substrate surface chemistry [30] . Preferential wetting at the substrate can trigger surface-directed composition waves, influencing the final phase-separated morphology and often leading to surface enrichment layers [42, 43] . Imposing a tailored pattern (through dip-pen nanolithography, for example) can effectively modulate the morphology development [44] [45] [46] .
Hence, in this work, we systematically tune the evaporation rate as well as substrate patterning wavelength in an effort to guide the morphology evolution. This combination of processing conditions is chosen to illustrate microstructure design using distinct yet interacting phenomena. These processing conditions, evaporation rate and substrate patterning, highlight the interplay between two competing mechanisms: a top-down, evaporative phenomena, and a bottom-up, surface-driven influence. We do note that while substrate patterning is not a commonly used in organic solar cell fabrication, we use it as an illustrating example of the possibility of controlling morphology using a diverse set of processing parameters.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: We provide a brief description of the ternary, evaporation-A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t based phase-field methodology which serves as the process → structure simulator in Section 2. Then, Section 3 is devoted to a discussion of the structure → property simulator, which uses graph-based performance indicators. Sections 4 and 5 address the optimization routine and implementation details. Finally, Section 6 provides illustrative results from the optimization framework, followed by concluding remarks in Section 7.
Ternary phase-field model: The process → structure simulator
We consider solution-based fabrication of an organic thin film consisting of two distinct components, an electron donor, and an electron acceptor. Both materials are initially dissolved in a volatile solvent before the ternary mixture is then coated on a specified substrate. As the volatile solvent evaporates from the top surface, the two non-volatile organic components phase separate to form the final thin film morphology [31, 47, 48] . Figure 1 provides several representative snapshots of the phase-field based morphology evolution as the solvent is evaporated.
The phase-field model tracks the evolution of order parameters, φ i (x, t) ∈ [0, 1] i = 1, 2, which represent the volume fraction of each non-volatile component in the volume 1 . The evolution of the order parameters are determined by the boundary conditions as well as the free energy functional of the system, which is defined as follows:
Here, f (φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 ) is the local, homogeneous (bulk) free energy of mixing. This functional has a double-well profile, corresponding to the equilibrium concentrations of the separated phases. The square gradient term in Eq. 1 represents the interfacial energy, and depends on the composition gradient, scaled by the interfacial coefficient ε 2 . Finally, F s (x, φ 1 , φ 2 ) introduces a spatially-dependent surface potential at the lower boundary to incorporate substrate patterning effects. As is standard for polymeric systems, the homogeneous energy is constructed using the Flory-Huggins model [49, 50] :
where N i is the degree of polymerization of component i, χ ij is the Flory-Huggins binary interaction parameter between component i and j. For computational efficiency, all terms are dimensionless [31] . The surface energy component, F s , selectively introduces the effects of substrate patterning throughout the fabrication process. This is defined as the following surface integral:
The spatially-dependent function, p i (x) → {-1, 0, 1}, describes the local, point-wise, nature of the surface pattern. A non-zero value, p i (x) = ±1, at point x, indicates an attractive or repulsive surface chemistry towards component i. Otherwise, a zero-value is imposed, indicating component neutrality. The magnitude of the surface potential is then introduced through the parameters h i and g i [50, 51] ; in this work, h 1 = h 2 , and g 2 = g 2 . As in Ref. [30] , the substrate patterning scheme consists of an alternating attractive/repulsive motif applied to the lower boundary as a surface flux. A simple square wave, of wavelength λ p , is used to represent the imposed pattern 2 .
M a n u s c r i p t
Next, using the continuity relation and Fick's First Law, one can derive the governing equations for φ 1 and φ 2 (see Ref. [31] for full details of the derivation). This results in the following equations:
Here, M i is the species mobility of component i, which is assumed to be spatially uniform and independent of concentration. The advection term accounts for the change in height, h, due to evaporation (this is the consequence of the moving boundary, see [31, 52] ). The solvent component, φ 3 , is assumed to evaporate uniformly from the top surface. Hence, as the solvent is removed, the height of the system, h, decreases with time,
Here, k e is the evaporation rate, andφ
is the average content of the solvent at the top layer [31] .
A final statement regarding the process → structure simulator is worth noting here. The model used in this work only accounts for evaporation (and substrate) induced phase-separation to predict the final morphology, and has been experimentally validated for select organic photovoltaic systems [48] . There are other phenomena that also affect the final morphology including crystallization, as well as fluid shear effects. These can be naturally accounted for in a phase-field setting [34] and included into the optimization framework instead of the current model.
Graph-based morphology metrics: The structure → property simulator
The next step is to virtually interrogate the given microstructure and determine device performance. As stated earlier, we are primarily interested in the short-circuit current exhibited by the microstructure. In organic solar cells, the photophysics consists of three distinct processes, all of which are intimately connected to the microstructure. The first process is sunlight absorption (photons) by the electron-donating material and the ensuing creation of tightly bound electron-hole pairs (excitons). These charge-neutral excitons have a finite lifespan to diffuse (or randomly hop) within the donor domains before decaying. Within this finite lifespan, if an exciton encounters an interface (i.e., the donor-acceptor interface), it may dissociate into 'free charge carriers,' in which the electron jumps into the acceptor, leaving the hole behind in the donor material. This is the second process, called exciton diffusion and dissociation. In the third process, the separated free charges drift within their respective domains to the electrodes, resulting in charge collection. A standard approach to modeling the photophysics is via the morphology-aware excitonic drift-diffusion equations, a tightly coupled set of highly nonlinear differential equations [53, 54] . We choose to deploy this full-physics simulator only for verifying the performance of the optimized configurations while relying on a more approximate but faster structure → property simulator for the optimization. In this context, our previous work has shown that specific morphological traits are highly correlated to how efficient each of the three processes are, thus providing a direct link between morphology and performance [23, 31, 35] .
We deploy an in-house framework to construct a set of quantities that effectively describe each of the above processes. These quantities are calculated by using the equivalence between a discretized 2-D/3-D morphology and a labeled, weighted, undirected graph. By efficiently querying the equivalent graph, specific morphological traits that correlate with the efficiency of each physical subprocess of the photo-generation process -light absorption, exciton dissociation, and charge transport and collection -are extracted. A detailed discussion of this methodology is provided in ref [23, 34] . The three morphology traits that we use to quantify performance are as follows:
-f abs -Light absorption efficiency: The electron-donor material absorbs the incident solar radiation and generates excitons. Assuming all of the donor material is available for absorption, the morphology A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t descriptor reduces to the volume fraction of the donor material within the morphology 3 . Thus, f abs ∈ [0, 1] represents the relative amount of donor material capable of absorbing incident radiation and producing an exciton; -f w·diss -Exciton dissociation efficiency: We approximate the ratio of excitons successfully dissociated to the total number of excitons generated. Since exciton transport exhibits (Brownian) random behavior, lengthy pathways to the donor-acceptor interface greatly reduces the probability of a successful dissociation. Following [23] , we use a weighted 'distance to interface' descriptor to quantify this process. For each voxel of the donor material, the shortest distance to a donor-acceptor interface (d i ) is computed. This distance is weighted with the probability of the exciton successfully traversing this length, which is given by
where L d is the mean exciton diffusion length 4 . Numerically, this is represented as:
Thus, f w−diss ∈ [0, 1] with higher values indicating a larger fraction of successful exciton dissociation.
-f usef ul -Charge transport efficiency: Now, we define a descriptor to approximate the ratio of free charges collected at the electrodes to the total number of dissociated excitons. While this is a relatively complicated process involving drift and diffusion of electrons and holes under the effect of a spatiallyvarying electric field as well as the recombination of electrons and holes due to Coulomb attraction, earlier work suggests that the fraction of interface voxels (i.e., voxels on a donor-acceptor interface, in which excitons dissociate into free charges) that exhibit viable pathways to the electrode serves as a good indicator of this subprocess [23] . This quantifies the relative amount of material connecting donor-acceptor interfaces to the electrodes; this metric provides a natural way to penalize poorly connected morphologies (i.e., islands). Again, f usef ul ∈ [0, 1], in which higher values indicate more efficient charge collection.
Earlier work [23] has shown that the product of these three features shows a high correlation with the short circuit current density, J sc :
We end this section with a similar caveat for the structure → property simulator. We emphasize that the simulator chosen in this work provides a simple and computationally efficient way of quantifying the effect of microstructure on performance. With this simplicity comes a lack of physical resolution in accounting for detailed device physics including the effect of crystallinity [55] , anisotropy, and polymorphism [56] on the photovoltaic performance. We note that the modular design of the optimization framework makes it simulator agnostic and allows replacing with more complicated device simulators. Our intent here is to showcase this autonomous optimization using an available structure → property simulator.
Cost functional and Bayesian optimization
We frame the problem of identifying the fabrication conditions (namely, substrate patterning wavelength, λ p , and solvent evaporation rate, k e ) that result in morphologies with large J sc as an optimization problem. That is, we search for processing conditions, k e and λ p , that result in morphologies with a maximum J sc . To do so, we seek to maximize an objective function F : x → [0, 1], that maps a processing condition x ≡ {k e , λ p } to the performance. Thus, the objective function maps the space of processing conditions to 3 A more realistic descriptor is to consider thickness dependant absorption that accounts for attenuation of the incident radiation as well as reflection from the bottom electrode [31] . 4 In this work, we define L d in terms of the characteristic length scale:
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t a positive real number between 0 and 1, with larger numbers indicating better performance. The objective function essentially fuses the process → structure, and structure → property simulators together as:
Notice that while the morphology plays a critical role in both simulators, it appears only implicitly in the cost functional which directly links processing conditions with the desired performance measure. We select a surrogate-based optimization routine, as cost function evaluations can be unavoidably expensive; each F(x) evaluation requires a complete phase-field simulation before performing the graph-based morphology interrogation and post-processing. Depending on system configuration (fabrication conditions) this can be considerably expensive. Thus, we seek to minimize the number of function evaluations required to identify the optimal processing conditions. Secondly, we seek an optimization algorithm that is non-gradient-based (since gradient calculations are infeasibly expensive). Finally, we are interested in algorithms that can assimilate data in an asynchronous manner, since it is a priori difficult to predict the computational wall-clock time for each campaign of simulations.
To meet these requirements, we select a Bayesian optimization (BO) routine as our optimization solver. This approach uses Gaussian processes to construct a surrogate cost function. Then, with every successive iteration, in which a finite set of processing conditions are evaluated in parallel, this surrogate is updated using Bayesian statistics, which continues until a termination criteria is satisfied [57, 58] . In addition to reducing the number of function evaluations (relative to comparable global optimization routines), BO offers additional advantages; such as asynchronous iteration updates, which allows for efficient parallelization. In materials design problems, Bayesian optimization routines are well-suited and growing in popularity [59, 60] . In this work, we employ an in-house Bayesian optimization framework with asynchronous update capabilities, custom built for deployment on large computing clusters [61] . This framework is modular in design, and is agnostic to the objective function F(x). We next detail the Bayesian optimization framework.
Bayesian optimization proceeds through the construction of a surrogate of the function y ≡ F(x) based on a finite number of evaluations of the function. Thus, BO constructs:
where N pairs of data (i.e. (x i , y i ) pairs, i ∈ [1, N ]) are available at a particular stage of optimization. The basis function k(x, x i ) is typically a kernel function [62] . The construction of a stable surrogate requires the kernel functions to be positive semi-definite. The weights, w i , are determined by inverting the Gram matrix (K, K i,j = k(x i , x j )) formed by the kernel functions at the existing data locations y i , i ∈ [1, N ]. Two key metrics are computed from the surrogate, the mean (µ) and the variance (σ).
The mean is the expectation of all gaussian functions passing through the given data (at a particular location, x) and the variance represents the variance of the gaussian functions at a given location, x. Hence, by definition, the mean curve interpolates the data and the variance goes to zero at the known data points. Iterations in this optimization procedure involve selecting the most informative locations, performing cost function evaluation and subsequent assimilation of this information to update the surrogate. This procedure offers several advantages -primarily to adaptively select locations for the (expensive) cost function evaluation.
The most informative locations are determined by the acquisition function. This function, defined using the mean and variance, provides a way to quantify the information content of any new evaluation point. Locations which result in extrema of the acquisition function value are good candidates for the next evaluation. There are several possible choices of acquisition functions [58, 63] , and we choose the Lower Confidence Bound (LCB) in this work:
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where κ represents the so-called 'exploration-exploitation' trade-off. Large values of κ direct the algorithm to explore the parameter space and build confidence in the surrogate whereas small values of κ force the optimizer to exploit existing confidence. This definition of the acquisition function enables easy parallelization of the traditionally sequential Bayesian optimization algorithm. For example, instead of using one single optima determined by one acquisition function, one can generate multiple evaluation points through the usage of multiple parametrized acquisition functions.
For this work, we use Latin hypercube sampling to generate an initial dataset to deploy the optimizer. The Matern 5/2 kernel function is used for the construction of the surrogate. Optimization was performed in two dimensions (evaporation rate and patterning frequency) with 8 distinct κ-strategies used via parallelization. In order to make the best use of exploration-exploitation nature of the acquisition function, we chose an annealing type κ strategy 5 [64] . This helped the optimization to initially explore the domain, eventually leading to an exploitative search. The length scale parameters in the kernel function were optimized by minimizing the maximum likelihood estimate of the posterior [58, 63] .
Numerical Implementation
For this work, we assume a 1:1 blend ratio for a model system characterized by the following material parameters: χ 12 = 1.0, χ 13 = χ 23 = 0.4, N p = N f = 5, N s = 1, with an interfacial coefficient of 2 = 4e-6. The coupled Cahn-Hilliard equations are solved via finite elements on two-dimensional cross-sections, consisting of 800 × 50 linear elements 6 . This geometry was selected to provide a rich palette of structural features while requiring modest computational resources. Numerical experiments revealed that finite size effects are minimal due to the large aspect ratio (16 × 1) of the domain. The nonlinear system is solved using an in-house, finite element (FEM) framework written in C++, which utilizes a parallelized Newton-Raphson scheme provided by the PETSc solver library [65] . Each simulation was solved via 12 CPUs on the Comet cluster 7 . Solution times are highly variable, ranging from 30 min to 4 hours, depending primarily on the evaporation rate. Further implementation details may be found in earlier reports [31, 32] .
Results and Discussion
In this section, we first illustrate morphology evolution under the effect of various solvent evaporation rates and substrate patterning. Then, we perform the optimization and discuss the results, including an exploration of the process-performance space. We evaluate the performance of the best morphology by performing a full-physics drift-diffusion simulation to compute the J sc . Then, to illustrate the versatility of this methodology and framework, the optimization procedure is repeated for a different material system that exhibits a different photophysical property (specifically, an exciton diffusion length that is twice that of the original system).
Influence of evaporation rate and substrate patterning
In solution processing applications, solvent evaporation is the key phenomena driving phase separation. Here, solvent removal at the top surface is pitted against the mass diffusion within the film. The interplay between these competing phenomena significantly affects the final phase-separated morphology. High evaporation rates, in which solvent removal outpaces diffusion, leads to an early phase separation near the top surface. This produces smaller domain sizes with an affinity towards a 'layered' final structure. Alternatively, slower evaporation rates enable a more homogeneous phase-separation profile, leading to larger, often 'interpenetrated,' domain structures. Figure 1 provides a set of representative examples, comparing two evaporation rates, k e = 10 (left) and k e = 1.0 (center), which illustrates this point. Note that evaporation rates can be easily varied by up to two orders of magnitude in experimental settings [66] . We thus consider a range of k e ∈ [0.1, 10]. In addition, Figure 1 also shows the effects of substrate patterning, Fig. 1 (right) . While high evaporation rates often produce 'layered' microstructures, introducing a well-chosen substrate pattern can act as a guiding force throughout the evolution. As an example, Fig. 1 (right) shows a high evaporation rate k e = 10 with a commensurate substrate pattern. The result is a breakup of the 'layered' structure in which many domains are nearly vertical, replicating the underlying substrate pattern.
Optimization
To illustrate the highly corrugated nature of the solution, we exhaustively construct the processperformance space by sampling the {k e , λ p } space in 400 ( 20 × 20) points, and performing the process → structure and structure → property mappings to evaluate the cost-functional, as shown in Fig. 2 . The blue dots represent how the Bayesian optimization samples this highly corrugated surface and adaptively hones in on the optima in the far left. The morphology corresponding to the optima is shown as point (A), along with two other points of interest.
The microstructure corresponding to point (A) consists of a number of thin, yet highly connected, domain structures. This is the result of a relatively high evaporation rate coupled with a narrow patterning wavelength. These spaghetti-like structures are often ideal for OPV applications: domains are relatively thin (on the order of the dissociation length scale), highly connected, and have a relatively high interfacial area.
A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t A further exploration of the objective function space provides a more clear window into the interplay between evaporation rate and substrate patterning. Comparing points (A), (B) and (C) in Fig. 2 , reveals a consistent domain growth as the evaporation rate decreases. This leads to a columnar morphology in Fig. 2 (C) , in which the columns are larger than that of the patterning wavelength, λ p . This indicates that the characteristic domain size is largely determined by the evaporation rate and that the substrate patterning has a limited ability to direct the morphology towards a specified template. We next evaluate the performance of the predicted morphology using the full-physics drift diffusion model that accurately predicts the short circuit current density [53, 54] . We remind the reader that the graph-based structure → property framework used in the optimization routine is a surrogate model; fast, but approximate. The results of the full-physics simulation are shown in Fig. 3 which plots the electron and hole current density distributions for the morphologies corresponding to points (A) and (B) in Fig. 2 . The value of the cost functional as well as the full-physics short-circuit current density are provided. Since both morphologies have good electrode connectivity (top and bottom), the net charge collected is relatively high (as observed in the current density values for both electrons and holes). However, the larger domain structures in morphology (B) results in sub-optimal exciton dissociation at the donor-acceptor interface, A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t reducing total charge collection at the electrodes.
These results emphasize an important point about the reachability of a desired morphology, given a set of processing conditions (and their ranges). While it is well known that an inter-digitated (i.e. columnar type, with column widths double the exciton diffusion length ) morphology is an optimal morphology, there is currently no clear approach to fabricate such a morphology. In contrast, the current process → structure, → property optimization identifies a morphology with the best performance within the constraints of the possible processing conditions. This optimal morphology (A) is not a simple columnar structure, but exhibits characteristics similar to an ideal columnar morphology. These include a low tortuosity associated with the donor and acceptor regions, as well as thin domains with domain length close to the desired exciton diffusion lengths. Interestingly a true columnar morphology is also reachable within the constrains of the chosen processing conditions. This is morphology (C). However, this is not an optima as it exhibits large domain sizes that reduce its exciton dissociation efficiency, and hence photovoltaic performance.
We next consider a material system that has double the exciton dissociation length and rerun the optimization routine. The results from this study are shown in Fig. 4 , in which the optimal structure now corresponds to point (B), rather than (A). This is consistent with the photophysics, as the larger exciton dissociation length ensures that a larger domain is viable for exciton dissociation, and the resulting less-tortuous pathways ensure that the charge transport is unhindered by recombination.
We again plot the full process-property space in Fig. 4 . Notice, in this case the slight advantage configuration (B) has over (A). For pattern wavelengths larger than λ p = 0.5, the objective function again becomes highly corrugated. Here, the substrate pattern has a diminished ability to control the domain structures -leading to sharp changes in connectivity, as seen in the morphologies corresponding to points (D), (E), and (F). Fig. 5 shows a full-physics comparison of the morphologies corresponding to points (A) and (B) in Fig. 4 by plotting the electron and hole current densities. In this case of a higher exciton diffusion length, it can be clearly seen here that the larger domains are more favorable to exciton dissociation and free charge carrier production.
The Bayesian optimization only required around 60 function evaluations, resulting in approximately 12 hours of total computing time on SDSC Comet to converge to a global maximum. This is a significant improvement from an exhaustive exploration of the process space, as well as our earlier work of using other heuristic, gradient-free optimization strategies [30] .
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Conclusions
In this work, we describe a comprehensive process-structure-property optimization framework to efficiently identify processing conditions that maximize a set of performance metrics. The framework consists of integrating a generic process → structure simulator and a structure → property simulator with an efficient and scalable Bayesian optimization routine. As an illustrative example, we considered identifying promising processing conditions for the fabrication of organic photovoltaic thin films that result in devices with enhanced photovoltaic performance. We specifically explored two experimentally viable processing conditionssolvent evaporation and substrate patterning. When the material properties were changed, the optimization routine identified a distinctly different processing condition that respected the effect of change of material properties. Our results also indicated the importance of choosing the right set of processing conditions to optimize, which can strongly affect the feasible set of morphologies. Future avenues of research include utilizing more detailed process → structure simulators (including crystallization and roll-to-roll manufacturing conditions) as well as extending this to other materials applications. The modular design of the optimization framework also enables easy plug-in of complex multi-physics models aimed at comprehensive process optimization.
We envision that this adaptive sampling based approach of process-structure-property exploration and design is easily generalized to a variety of other material systems and performance metrics. This opens up the possibility of an efficient, automated, and rational identification of processing conditions to produce optimal morphologies with tailored properties. We make the asynchronous, parallel adaptive Bayesian optimization framework freely available (at this link) to the community with the intent of accelerating computational as well as experimental materials discovery [61] .
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